
Canadian Society of Children's Authors, Illustrators and Performers 
La SociCt6 canadienne des auteurs, illustrateurs et artistes pour enfants 

A Society of Professionals in the field of children's culture whose aims are: 
To make the public aware that there is a lively group of children's writers, 
illustrators and performers in Canada, producing a considerable body of 
children's literature. 
To establish a channel of communication between publishers and CANSCAIP 
members for their mutual benefit. 

s To provide a meeting place for MEMBERS and FRIENDS of CANSCAIP. 

PUBLICATIONS 

CANSCAIP News, a quarterly bulletin with profiles of members, news items, marlcet reports. 

Membership Directory - Complete biographies and professional credentials of members. 

@ Visits and Workshops List - with names, addresses and telephone numbers of members 
available for visits to libraries and schools. 

List of Members' Worlts - An annotated list, with genre and age level, of our members' 
books, records and other material. 



Forthcoming issues of CCL 

* a special double issue on Canadian children's drama, guest-edited by Prof. 
Joyce Doolittle of Alberta, will contain articles by: 

Vivian Bosley. "Frog ponds and peasant revolt: two faces of thriv- 
ing theatre for children." 

Zina Barnieh. "A difficult decision: James Reaney's Ignoramus, the 
debate goes on." 

Jeffrey Goffin. "Summerplay and winterplay: Theatre for and by 
children." 

PPBlGne Beauchamp. "ThBiitre sans DBtour." 

Barbara Christofferson. "Issues for kids." 

Bronwyn Weaver. "Encouraging audience reflections: The 'School- 
yard games' of John Lazarus." 

Joyce A. Wilkinson. "Playwright, Director, Educator, Mentor: 
Brian Way and Canadian children's theatre." 

Kathleen Foreman. "Theatre for young audiences in Canada? I 
could rave for days!" 

* a special issue of Canadian children's picture books, guest-edited by Prof. 
Muriel Whitaker of Alberta. 

* other issues will include interviews with James Houston, Marie-Louise 
Gay, Kevin Major, Brian Doyle and Jan Truss. 

* Selected back issues still in print. Please write to CCL for further 
information. 
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